
I'M A MARKETING AND

AUTOMATION EXPERT.
I've been doing marketing and automation since

the concept began. As an early adopter of

Infusionsoft, ActiveCampaign, Mailchimp and

other marketing softwares, I know how to tag and

utilize complex user data to push users to a

desired action.

MY WORK
IIFYM (IF IT FITS YOUR MACROS)

My team served as the marketing

team of choice for IIFYM, a multi-

million dollar information marketing

company built on a complex Info

Drip platform.

 

In my work with the brand, we were

able to:

- Increase revenue to over $1M

annually based on productization

and creative content funnel

marketing;

- Double client retention over time

through the implementation of re-

engagement campaigns.

 

 

 



MARKETING
THE WIDE AWAKENING

I developed marketing strategy and

automation to support course and

workshop launches for The Wide

Awakening Coaching Program.

 

In my work with the brand, I was

able to:

- Increase workshop revenues by

over 60% since the previous

workshop with minimal click

marketing.

- Develop re-engagement

campaigns that focused on getting

former clients to engage with the

brand again

 

 

 
RESULTS

 
Industry average CPA for Leads: $3.00 +

My lead costs are typically around $1.50 or less, mixing multimedia video assets with

copy in order to get people into the funnel.

 

From there, I develop a variety of content based drip-marketing campaigns that tag users

based on specific activities. If users are unresponsive within a certain time set, I put them

into a RE-ENGAGEMENT funnel that will filter out unqualified users and strengthen the

integrity of your list. 

 

 



WHITE COAT

DIGITAL
As the premier marketing team for

Toronto-based White Coat Digital

(now Funnelytics), we worked to

build custom, boutique marketing

automation funnels for over a dozen

businesses.

 

In my work with WCD, we were

able to:

- Build boutique funnels for brands

such as Sprayable Sleep, Top Spot

SEO, Damian Ross' 60 Minute Self

Defense, and more.

 

 

 

COMPLEX FUNNEL DATA
I use funnel building to solve a variety of problems - not just customer conversion, but

contract marketing, administration of drip courses and campaigns, and more. My ESP of

choice is ActiveCampaign, but I've also worked with Infusionsoft, Mailchimp and Zapier,

Marketo, Autopilot and just about every other automation email service provider out there.

 

 



EXAMPLE OF CONTRACT AUTOMATION

Keeps customer data secure using a third-party contracts system;

Uses a central relay in order to start the automation process, with built-in checks to ensure

customers don't get a type of contract or move on to the next step before they're ready;

Rather than manual sending, allows customers to move through a complex tiered

contract system that takes the manual labor out of human hands;

Nurtures customers by reminding them to sign if they have not;

Creates relationship between customer and brand from the first request to the end of the

process

In this example, automation achieves the following purpose:

 

 

 



COMPLEX AUTOMATIONS
Automations can get complex - please zoom in if you need. Above is a screenshot of an

automation I created with 14,500 contacts currently moving through a funnel. If contacts do

not engage with a specific set of data points and receive a 'tag', they are removed from the

system or put onto another list.

 

This list attempts to re-engage the contacts if possible, 

 

 


